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S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y S N A P S H O T

Forico's Purpose

We are the custodians of the
natural environment and trusted
to make the best use of natural
resources for future generations.
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We are
future fibre.
Sustainability forms the

foundation of our business...

We prioritise safety, social, environmental and
economic principles and this is recognised through
being certified to the Responsible Wood and Forest
Stewardship Council® Certification Schemes.

WELCOME FROM OUR CEO
It has been another rewarding year at Forico. Some achievements worth highlighting:
• Our ‘Precision Forestry’ strategy has commenced where we make ‘every hectare count’
by selecting the most appropriate plantation species and nutritional requirements for each
site based on professional forestry judgement.
• We completed a calculation to determine the quantity of carbon that is being stored within
our forest. A phenomenal 39.6 million tonnes of carbon is being stored!
• We are extremely proud to continue our association with the University of Tasmania and their
long-term research program at Surrey Hills for the Tasmanian Devil Facial Tumor Disease.
The research is not only assisting in understanding the relationship between the cancer
associated with Tasmanian Devils but has potential implications for cancer treatment in
humans and is getting global attention.
• We were successful at the inaugural Tasmanian Forest and Forest Products Network
Awards night. This success demonstrates the commitment of all Forico staff and our
contractors to deliver sustainable outcomes.
We hope you enjoy reading the Sustainability Snapshot for 2019.

Bryan Hayes CEO
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SECTION 1: 2018 – 2019 IN NUMBERS

We manage over
170,000 hectares
of land in Tasmania
We are committed to achiev ing sustainable forest

management results across all aspects of our business.

FOREST MANAGEMENT UNIT:

90,675
76,857
hectares of
hectares of
plantation
(83,379 hectares
(92%) hardwood; 7,296
hectares (8%) softwood)

natural
vegetation

2,787
hectares of

infrastructure
(including 2,000 kilometres of
road network)

3,051

hectares of water

bodies, trial
sites and areas
not planted

= TOTAL 173,370 HECTARES
Forico engage proactively with a large contractor workforce employing in excess of 450
individuals, employed by over 40 Tasmanian contracting businesses to sustainably establish,
grow, harvest and transport the Forico plantation resource.
Today our workforce consists of 110 full-time, part-time and casual employees. 30% are females and 70% males.
Our employee rolling Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) remained at 0 for 30 June 2019. Our contractors LTIFR was
3 during the same period. Forico is committed to work with our service providers to ensure that our positive health and
safety culture is proactively managed both across the employee and contractor workforce.
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SECTION 1: 2018 – 2019 IN NUMBERS

Productivity
at a glance

2%

INFRASTRUCTURE

2%

OTHER

During the previous financial year, gross revenue
within the business reached $160 million, with 80% of
revenue spent on goods and services within Tasmania.
Forico harvested a total of 1.70 million green metric tonnes from
the Forest Management Unit during 2018-2019, consisting of:
1.45 million GMT of wood fibre; and
0.25 million GMT of export or domestic sawlog.

44%

18 vessels of hardwood fibre were exported from Burnie and

12 vessels exported from Long Reach. A total of 1.34 million GMT
of wood fibre was exported to Japanese and Chinese customers.

52%

PLANTATION

NATURAL
VEGETATION

During the past twelve months, we

established 6,595 hectares of plantation
and cultivated 6,211 hectares in

preparation for the upcoming planting

PLANTATION ESTABLISHMENT 2014–2019
7,000

6,000

5,000

HECTARES

Forico
sustainably
harvested
plantations are
progressively
replanted so
that the
growing cycle
can continue.

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0
2014 - 2015

2015 - 2016

2016 - 2017

2017 - 2018

2018 - 2019

FINANCIAL YEAR
Site Preparation (hectares)

Plantation Establishment (hectares)

season. For the 2018–2019 period, seedling
survival reached 88%.

We have now established a total of 26,351
hectares of plantations since Forico

commenced operations in September 2014.

Seedling survival
reached 88%
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SECTION 1: 2018 – 2019 IN NUMBERS

AT THE FORICO
SOMERSET NURSERY

9.65 million
seedlings
were sown

in preparation for the 2019-2020 planting season,
consisting of:
3.72 million Pinus radiata (softwood);			
3.95 million Shining Gum or Eucalyptus nitens (hardwood);			
1.98 million Blue Gum or Eucalyptus globulus (hardwood); and
13,100 native seedlings were grown for restoration and rehabilitation
activities through the Forico Forest Management Unit.			

We care about
the growth
of individual
seedlings

SOME INTERESTING STAKEHOLDER STATISTICS FOR THE 2018-2019 PERIOD

1,000 people (a combination
of spectators and competitors)
visited the Forico estate during
2018-2019.

border the Mersey, South Esk and Meander

During the 2018–2019 fire season, in order to

first, second and third most fished rivers in

assets, 30 fully qualified and trained staff

Authorised and approved events included:

2019. This will shine a light on the superb trout

• Mountain Bike Races
• Historic Site Visits
• Orienteering
• Designated Anglers Access
• Bush Walking and Naturalist Groups
• Tasmanian Rally Championship
• Horse Endurance Riding.
Over 29 kilometres of river access has been
made available to anglers on the Forico

estate in collaboration with Inland Fisheries

rivers. These stretches of water are the

Tasmania. Incidentally, the World Fly Fishing

Championship is coming to Tasmania later in

fishing opportunities that Tasmania has to offer.
We have 965 dams and waterpoints located
on the Forico estate, with upwards of 160

million litres of water sold to neighbours and
the wider community.

635 people stayed overnight at Forico’s

Guildford Lodge within Surrey Hills during
the year. The facility was used by schools,

education groups, researchers, community
groups, fly-fishers and staff.

protect the Forico natural forest and plantation
provided 1,150 hours of fire-fighting service:

953 hours

deployed during
out of hours standby in readiness for
a potential call to
attend a fire event;
and

197 hours

were spent assisting
in direct fire-fighting
activities.

Service through the Anglers Access Program,
in addition to the world-renowned Talbots

Lagoon located within Surrey Hills in north
west Tasmania. Forico has properties that
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SECTION 2: ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

The Forico
Carbon Story

We have recently completed an
assessment of the carbon stored
within the plantations and natural
vegetation areas that Forico manage
based on a nationally recognised
carbon model known as FullCam.
Into the future, annual accounts will
be calculated as part of our natural
accounting process.
The Forico plantations capture a staggering 25.3 million

tonnes of carbon (or 82.7 million tonnes of CO2 equivalents)

The Forico
Forest Management
Unit captures a
staggering
39.6 million
tonnes of carbon

with the natural vegetation storing 14.3 million tonnes of
carbon (or 52.4 million tonnes of CO2 equivalents).
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SECTION 2: ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

Let’s compare
To give these values some context and to understand what the 39.6 million tonnes
of carbon produced by Forico can contribute to climate mitigation some comparisons
are drawn below:

CO2 emissions from

30,828,025
passenger
vehicles

CO2 emissions from

CO2 emissions from

CO2 emissions from

use for one year

in one year

driven for one year

17,387,139
homes’ energy

336,168,696
barrels of oil
consumed

37.3 coal-fired
power plants

Greenhouse gas emissions avoided by:

50,645,132
tonnes of waste recycled

instead of being placed in landfill

30,769

wind turbines
running for a year.
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SECTION 2: ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

Natural
Vegetation
Management

3%

Forico manages
approximately 77,000
hectares of natural
vegetation for conservation
and biodiversity values.

24%

BELOW
AVERAGE

AVERAGE

2%
POOR

34%
GOOD

During the year, we continued to complete Vegetation Condition Assessments
throughout the Forest Management Unit. A Vegetation Condition Assessments
or VCA, is a nationally recognised and approved methodology to determine the
health and vitality of a natural forest area.
71% of the VCA plots were classified in the good to very good classification,
demonstrating that the Forico natural forests play an important role throughout
the Tasmanian landscape. The forests provide habitat to a variety of flora and fauna
species alongside other ecosystem services including carbon storage and water
quality and quantity. These ecosystem services play a significant role at a local,
regional and global scale in the battle against climate change.

37%

VERY GOOD
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SECTION 2: ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

The Forest Management
Unit supports more than 86
known populations of flora
species listed as threatened
in Tasmanian and / or
Commonwealth legislation,
with 44 different threatened
flora species recorded
across the estate.
The populations occur in virtually every
vegetation type including wet and dry

by members of the public – the most
exciting recent find being a new population
of Caladenia congesta (blacktongue finger
orchid pictured to the left) from the lower
slopes of Ben Lomond, a species known from
very few confirmed sites in Tasmania.
The Forico Surrey Hills estate and Henry
Somerset Conservation Area both support
clusters of threatened flora species, some
of which occur nowhere else in Tasmania,
Australia or the world, making these globally
significant sites.

eucalypt forests, wetlands, native grasslands
and even in plantations.
Since 2015, Forico has engaged specialist
botanists to document the threatened flora
distribution, leading to some fascinating
discoveries. New populations of some of
our rarest species have been found as part
of the natural values monitoring or reported

5.8 kilometres
of streamside
reserves restored

Forico’s Henry Somerset Conservation Area,
established in the early 1980s, is home to over
50 species of orchid, making it a ‘hotspot’ and
popular destination for orchid enthusiasts and
researchers. Importantly, the reserve is home
to Caladenia tonellii (robust fingers), a species
named to recognise the contribution of local
Peter Tonelli who was instrumental in the
reserve’s establishment. Forico has continued
to actively manage this reserve through
prescribed burning, weed removal and longterm population monitoring.

We completed numerous
natural forest operational
activities during 2018-2019,
designed to maintain or
enhance biodiversity and
conservation outcomes.
This included:
✔ 4
 1.5 hectares of native forest
rehabilitated, including a sub-set of
27.3 hectares of plantation areas reverted
to natural forest;
✔ 37 hectares of pine wildling treated;

41.5 hectares
of native
forest
rehabilitated

✔ 160 hectares treated for weed control
within natural forest areas;
✔ 5.8 kilometres of streamside reserves
restored (recorded as treatment of
both sides of the watercourse for
interpretation);

✔ 3
 16 hectares of Forico highland
Poa grassland areas burned in a
controlled environment for ecological
improvements; and
✔ 640 hectares of natural forest burned
for ecological or hazard reduction
purposes. In one instance, Forico
collaborated with other private
landowners and the Tasmanian Fire
Service Fuel Reduction Unit at Nunamara
to participate in a 600 hectares hazard
reduction burn to improve protection
of the community and associated assets
in a high-risk fire landscape.

316 hectares of
native grassland
burned for
ecological benefits
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SECTION 2: ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

The
Ultimate
Renewable

In June 2019, the Forest and Wood Products Australia (FWPA)

All these benefits will ultimately help tackle climate change.

launched The Ultimate Renewable™ promotional campaign.

The promotion continues the partnership between the FWPA

The Ultimate Renewable™ is a positive communications

and its Make It Wood website.

message which is timely, to help everyone understand the natural
advantages of wood and its positive contribution to reducing

Forico is proud to support the Ultimate Renewable™ campaign.

the effects of climate change. The campaign builds off previous
promotions to improve Australians’ understanding that, unlike
other mainstream building materials, wood and wood-based
products can lead to positive outcomes through:
✔ a
 reduction in the depletion of our planet’s scarce
natural resources;
✔ increasing the amount of carbon dioxide removed from
the atmosphere;
✔ increasing the amount of carbon stored in wood products; and
✔ lowering the environmental impact of construction through
lower embodied energy.

The use of wood
based products can
lead to positive
environmental
outcomes
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0
Lost Time
Injuries

to Forico staff.

160
million litres of
water sold to
neighbours.

Our Achievements
6,595
hectares of

plantation
established

following harvesting
with 7.95 million
seedlings at a
survival of 88%.

29
kilometres
of river
access

available to
anglers on Forico
managed land.

90,675
hectares of
plantation

resource managed for
wood fibre production.

Forico manages

173,370
hectares
of land for

sustainable
forest management
outcomes.

76,857
hectares
of natural
vegetation

managed for
conservation and
biodiversity values.

Generated

160
million

$

Burnie

of gross revenue.
spent
in the
Tasmanian Economy.

80%

Launceston

1.70 million

tonnes of wood
fibre harvested
from Forico
plantations.
15% sold as saw log to
domestic or international
customers.

Hobart
Forico Fibre Technology
Forico Somerset Nursery
Softwood
Hardwood
Forico Processing Facility
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SECTION 3: STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

The
Tasmanian
Good
Neighbour
Protocol

Being the largest private land manager
in Tasmania, Forico strives to engage
positively with all stakeholders.
Forico is a subscriber to the Tasmanian Forest Industry Good
Neighbour Protocol which aligns to Forico’s own principles

of operating in an open, transparent and respectful fashion.
The protocol was launched during Agfest in May 2019 and is a
contemporary approach to dealing with neighbour interactions.
The launch was attended by Minister Sarah Courtney and Senator
Richard Colbeck along with individuals and companies who
participate in the forestry supply chain.
The protocol and the list of forest managers subscribing to the
protocol is hosted on the Private Forests Tasmania website and

Forico uses various communication
strategies to deal with stakeholder
engagement. Some mechanisms for
communication include:
• A letter that is mailed to neighbours prior to the
commencement of any operational activity;
• Information is made available publicly on the Forico
website for ease of access and there is an easy-to-use
portal to enable feedback to be uploaded directly; and
• Specifically relating to pesticide applications, ecological
burning and plantation hazard reduction burning, Forico
have an interactive ‘Activities Map’ on the website, where
interested stakeholders can understand where planned
events or activities are proposed.

is endorsed by the Tasmanian Farmers and Graziers Association
and the Local Government Association of Tasmania.
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SECTION 3: STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Future
Fibre,
Future
Foresters
Over a number of years, Forico has worked in collaboration with the
Forest Education Foundation to continue to develop programs for
working in partnership with the forest industry and education, to support
career opportunities for secondary students. The Tasmanian Arbre

Forest Industries Training and Careers Hub, that was established to
promote the forest industry and related jobs, is also involved in the
collaborative effort.
The programs are developed in consultation with teachers, and include
experiences linked to the Australian Curriculum through Science and
Geography, and further support the Department of Education’s
My Education Program.

During the year, Forico hosted 14 teachers from the Tasmanian
Agricultural Education Network (TAEN). The field trip involved the
group visiting several Forico operational and processing activities.
The participants thoroughly enjoyed the experience, taking away
a better appreciation of the various steps involved in a forestry
business. A quote from one of the teachers:

“As with all TAEN activities, we
are extremely grateful to those
organisations that support us and
our goals of further developing high
quality learning opportunities...
“It was truly fascinating seeing the process from seed to paper
(we will always remember the 70 million fibres in each piece of A4
paper!) and we were impressed with the enthusiasm and passion
with which many of the Forico staff spoke about their work. Thank
you again for supporting TAEN and ensuring a most enjoyable time
was had by all.”
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SECTION 3: STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Forico
recognised
at Tasmanian
Forestry
Awards night

Staff from Forico joined fellow members of

the forest industry at the inaugural Tasmanian
Forest and Forest Products Network (TFFPN)
awards night in August 2019.

The event was attended by over 330

members of the Tasmanian forest industry

including federal, state and local government
representatives.

Forico was nominated as finalists in three

“The Tasmanian Timber Awards
recognise and celebrate individuals
and companies who are making an
outstanding contribution to the
forest industry in Tasmania.”
TFFPN Chairman, Steve Whiteley.

categories: (i) Environmental Excellence, (ii)

Forest Growing and Management Excellence,
and (iii) the Innovation Award. We were
delighted to win the awards for

ENVIRONMENTAL
EXCELLENCE and
FOREST GROWING AND
MANAGEMENT EXCELLENCE.
The awards recognise, not only the hard

work, commitment and dedication to deliver

sustainable forest management outcomes by

Forico staff, but the entire suite of contractors
employed by Forico across the supply chain
also needs to be acknowledged – it is a
team effort.
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SECTION 4: CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

From
research
to reality
In our previous sustainability snapshot, we included two
examples of research and innovation projects that looked
at ways we could improve our operational performance to
deliver better sustainable outcomes. These innovation
ideas are now embedded within our business.

Changing the way we
transport our fibre
The Logmeter 4000™ at Surrey Hills Mill became operational
in January 2019. The new system will fundamentally transition
the purchase of hardwood pulpwood logs from Forico’s harvest
and haulage contractors in north west Tasmania from green
metric tonnes to cubic metre payments.
The objective of this investment will be to reduce the quantity
of water transported in the supply chain. Each plantation log
consists of approximately 50% water.

The new operational
process will be more
efficient, reduce
greenhouse gas
emissions and deliver
improved safety
outcomes. A win-win.
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SE C TION 4: CON TINUOUS I M P ROV EM EN T

The Logmeter has
delivered some really
exciting results.
This innovative technology assists Forico with international
competitiveness, reduces the required number of log truck
movements, potentially in excess of 2,500 full loaded truck
movements per year and delivers better value to the entire
supply chain.
Harvested plantation logs now remain at landings for 2-6
months before being delivered to the Surrey Hills Mill. The
Logmeter uses lasers and complex algorithms developed
internally to calculate the volume of logs on a log truck rather
than the traditional tonnes in weight across a calibrated
weighbridge. The process ensures cartage contractors are
not adversely impacted commercially by carting lighter and
drier products.

Plantation Precision Forestry
The second research and innovation project we have advanced involved developing
operational solutions to improve plantation productivity.
“The Forico Plantations Team are continuing to deliver on the strategic objective

“The Logmeter was the critical piece of infrastructure that

of plantation productivity with the launch of ‘Precision Forestry’. The centerpiece

we needed to solve the problem of transitioning to cubic

of this work includes the strategic recruitment of Forico’s internal champion of

metres from green metric tonnes. We are the first forest

applied plantation silvicultural research, and the launch of a suite of new operating

manager to invest in the Logmeter in Oceania.” Darren

procedures that deliver the most efficient silvicultural solution to each site.

Herd, Strategic and Logistics Manager.

Forico are proud industry leaders challenging the status quo and delivering
continued improvements in plantation performance year on year.” Jim Wilson,
Plantation Operations and Services Manager.

The logic is simple.
We achieve from our
plantations what we
put into them.

Forico is blessed with a quality, but diverse land estate.
Since 2014 Forico has been focused on transforming
under-performing parts of the estate and planting
the right species to the right site at the right scale.
This strategy not only improves the biological
performance of the forest asset but also provides
a strong risk mitigation strategy for Forico’s future,
particularly in relation to markets and biosecurity.
We know that each year our plantations perform better
than the year before. This response is attributed to our
investment in genetic improvement, precision silviculture
and now precision nutrition.
Forico’s plantings in 2020 and beyond will be planned

Pulp logs are being stacked
at landings for 2–6 months
prior to being delivered to
Surrey Hills Mill.

and based on rigorous site assessments and allocation
of specific cultivation techniques and nutrition inputs.

Once we have bedded down these
new processes the next frontier
will be matching genetics to site…
the strategic goal of improving
plantation productivity has no
resting point!
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SECTION 5: RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

Improving
the values in
our forests

Forico manages a portfolio of 27 different
research projects and funds are invested
to leverage industry targeted research,
development and innovation programs
through collaboration on strategic research
and innovation initiatives.
The projects we engage in are diverse in nature and reflect the
complexity of the Forico vertically integrated business.
Some of the key research areas for the business are:
• Tree improvement technologies and optimising plant health;
• Estate monitoring and individual tree characterisation and
quality assessment;

We manage 27
different projects
and collaborate
on research
and innovation
initiatives.

• Investigating alternate uses of assets we manage (trees and land);
• Ecosystem services and monitoring; and
• Logistics and supply chain operations.
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SECTION 5: RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

Photo credit: Sarah Peck

Tasmanian Devil Research
The University of Tasmania has several long-term field sites where

important research on Devil Facial Tumor Disease (DFTD) is being
undertaken. Forico is proud to be involved in this important area of
ecological research. We have committed to support this project on
Forico managed land in to the future. The research sites include a
population of Tasmanian devils in north west Tasmania on the Forico
Surrey Hills managed estate, where DFTD has been consistently

Photo credit: Sarah Peck

monitored at three-month intervals since the beginning on the
epidemic outbreak in 2006. During this time a small proportion of
devils developed immune responses to the cancer which resulted
in natural tumour regressions and recovery from DFTD infection.
“We are now collaborating with oncologists from Europe and USA
to understand how cancer suppression mechanisms arise and evolve
in nature. This research transcends Tasmanian devils and has implications
for cancer treatment in humans.” said Dr Rodrigo Hamede.
“Forico is committed to proactively work with Rodrigo and his fellow
UTas Researchers to ensure this important long-term monitoring
research project continues well in to the future at Surrey Hills.
When Rodrigo presented some of his research findings to Forico
staff recently, we didn’t realise the enormity or the global reach
of the project. We were all extremely impressed with the results.”
Simon Cook, Forico Sustainability Manager.

Doctor Rodrigo Hamede
and Forico Sustainability
Manager, Simon Cook,
discussing suitable
Tasmanian devil and quoll
habitat within a plantation.
Photo credit: E Safarik

Engineered Wood
Products
Engineered wood includes a range of
products which are manufactured by
binding or fixing the strands, particles,
fibres, veneers or boards of wood
together with adhesives.
Engineered wood products are versatile with many uses and
applications. They have the advantage of being able to span
larger distances than sawn timber and have consistent structural
properties. Forico has been working with the University of

Tasmania and other industry partners to develop an understanding
of the structural properties that engineered wood products such
as cross laminated timber (CLT) and laminated veneer lumber (LVL)
made from our hardwood resource.
The research has highlighted that these types of products can be
produced readily and that the products have favourable structural
characteristics when compared with similar products made from
other species. The most obvious difference being the heightened
strength characteristics of the hardwood products.

Eucalypt engineered
wood products – glue
laminated timber.
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Alternate Species
Forico grow three plantation species across the estate and are optimising which
species are planted into which site to maximise wood quality and returns. As part
of this optimisation approach we are investigating how another eleven plantation
species grow and develop in high altitude, cold areas where the existing species do
not perform as productively. The eleven alternate species come from around the
world and were selected on the basis of comparable climatic and environmental
Alternative plantation
species growing at the Forico
Somerset Nursery.

conditions. Several species have already been identified as potential plantation
species for the challenging environment that is Tasmania.

ARC Industrial Transformation
Training Centre for Forest
Value
Forico is a major partner in the ARC Centre for Forest Value (CFV). The Centre
aims to build research capacity within the forestry and wood products sector
and provide innovative solutions to transition the sector in to a focussed, market
driven, precision forest industry. To achieve this goal, the CFV is training the next
generation of forest scientists by directly supporting twelve PhD students and
indirectly supporting another eight PhD students that work on complementary
projects. Students are being provided with advanced training and research
experiences throughout the forest supply chain.
Eucalypt logs marked for tracking
purposes in a quality assessment
trial at a local sawmill.

SUMMARY OF FORICO
SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS
at 30 June 2019
INDICATOR

2016 - 2017

2017 - 2018

2018-2019

Plantation (hectares)

94,639

92,620

Natural Vegetation (hectares)

81,043
3,761

Infrastructure (hectares)

INDICATOR

2016 - 2017

2017 - 2018

2018-2019

90,675

Nursery Plantation Seedlings - Sown

12.3 million

10.94 million

9.65 million

79,722

76,857

Nursery Plantation Seedlings - Dispatched

8.3 million

9.61 million

8.72 million

3,446

2,787

Unplanned Fires Natural Forest (hectares)

1.0

15.1

87.6

Unplanned Fires – Plantation (hectares)

87.0

7.8

414.2

Low Intensity Grassland Ecological
Burns (hectares)

864

1,150

316

75.0

36.0

41.5

16.7

5.4

5.8

Pine Wildling Control (hectares)

20.0

55.0

37.0

Weed Control (hectares)

260.0

213.0

160.0

Native Pepper Berry Harvested (kg)

1,736

0

0

Honey Harvested (kg)

2,000

2,500

0

Forico Employees (FTE)

74

92

92

1

0

0

Other
Forest Management Unit (hectares)

3,051
179,444

175,788

173,370

$147 million

$165 million

$160 million

1,473,454

1,632,386

1,603,950

195,026

138,061

148,805

43,960

22,212

19,578

1,712,439

1,792,660

1,772,333

1,328,047

1,537,142

1,543,053

116,959

123,589

134,863

34,024

19,000

18,745

1,479,030

1,679,732

1,696,662

Lost Time Injuries (LTI)

Eucalypt Harvested (GMT)

1,445,006

1,660,731

1,677,917

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR)

6.50

0

0

Eucalypt grown (GMT)

1,252,459

1,143,047

1,044,970

Contractors (FTE)

450

450

450

1:0.87

1:0.69

1:0.62

4

12

3

Site Preparation Area (hectares)

6,843

5,909

6,211

4.1

14.6

3.9

Plantation Establishment (hectares)

6,302

6,811

6,595

Survival Counts

89.7%

89.0%

88.0%

Gross Revenue
Eucalyptus nitens
Eucalyptus globulus
Pinus radiata
Product Harvested (GMT) – TOTAL *
* Includes Third Party Purchased Products
Eucalyptus nitens
Eucalyptus globulus
Pinus radiata
Product Harvested (GMT) – FMU only

Ratio

Natural Forest Restoration /
Rehabilitation (hectares)
Length of Streamside Rehabilitated
(kilometres)

Lost Time Injuries (LTI)
Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR)
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